Values to Employers and Students

Values to Employers:
- It increases staffing flexibility by accessing our recruiter-friendly interface to secure additional workforce for peak seasons or ad hoc projects in a cost- and time effective manner.
- Students are highly motivated to learn through work by the Department so that a positive performance is generally expected.
- Employers gain access to a pool of professionally-oriented and enthusiastic young workers.
- It is a good platform for employers to preview potential graduates for future staff pool.
- Relationship between the Industry and the Department will be further strengthened.
- Employers perform a social responsibility.

Values to Students:
- Student can apply knowledge learned in classes to practical use.
- It widens horizons of students.
- Students understand industry practice so that they can have career planning.
- Students explore own room for improvement so as to better meet the expectation and requirement of the industry.
- Students have opportunities to build work reference for future career. An outstanding performer may secure a permanent job in the same employer upon graduation.